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As musicians we have to be able to create and develop diverse 

projects and new proposals to continuously inspire the 

audience; by doing so, we shape our musical personality, 

defining the character and the direction of our creative process. 

  

It's thanks to our 'fan base' and the support of the public that 

we can develop our musical activities; it’s for them that we want 

to perform and create exciting projects and new artistic 

proposals.  

With your help you can become a vital part of our musical 

activities, an important tile in the mosaic of our musical career. 

Every concert and project will be possible thanks to you. 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN DUO EBANO’S FAN BASE? 
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THE HISTORY 

We met in Milano during our musical studies, participating in chamber music projects 

organised by the Conservatory “G.Verdi”. 
In 2015 we met again in Amsterdam where our friendship, mutual esteem and common 

musical  interests gave birth to Duo Ebano. 
The profound passion for chamber music and the mutual interest in nowadays music 

contribute to the continuous growth and development of the Duo. 

CHAMBER MUSIC AND GOALS 

Our musical, human and 

educational paths have 
been shaped by an idea 

of sharing. This is the 
reason why we are 

committed to chamber 
music and a small set up 

like ours creates an 
intense, more direct and 

intimate bond with the 
audience. 

Music is a universal 
language and chamber 

music is for us one of the 
strongest and most effective way to communicate and inspire the audience. 
We also try to stimulate the curiosity of the public by proposing a variety of musical 

programs that alternate masterpieces written for our instrumentation with less known 
compositions. 

The connection with the audience starts even before we begin playing: is our habit to 
present the programs we are about to perform with a small introduction, especially when 

we propose unusual works. 

WIDE INTERESTS  

The Duo is also focused in experimenting, innovating and collaborating with other 
musicians and composers. The Italian composer Luca Petracca wrote for us “Perché 

siamo come tronchi nella neve” that was world premiered in March 2018 in Amsterdam. 
Moreover we collaborated with the composer Gerardo Gozzi performing and recording 

“À travers le verre du temps” at the Royal Academy of Music in London, together with 
the violinist  Jana Ozolina and the cellist Lydia Hillerudh.  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ACHIEVEMENTS 

Since we started this collaboration we worked a lot on getting as much public exposure 

as possible and we are still trying to deliver our project to a vast audience. We have been 
awarded in various International Chamber Music competitions where the prizes we won 

helped us considerably in this direction. 

- STORIONI TOONZAAL PRIJS, PUBLIEKSPRIJS AND OMROEP MAX JONG TALENT PRIJS 

- YSAYE INTERNATIONAL MUSIC COMPETITION (2nd prize) 

- “SALIERI-ZINETTI” INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER MUSIC COMPETITION  
 (1st prize ex-aequo + debut in the “New York Chamber Music Festival”) 

- DUTCH CLASSICAL TALENT 
We have been selected for a tour of 12 concerts in the most prestigious venues in The 
Netherlands (January – February 2020) 

We are aware that winning competitions is not enough to build a career. We are very 
active on the Social Media and we currently managing the Duo ourselves promoting and 
publishing our musical activities via Facebook, Instagram and Newsletters. 
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PROJECTS 

VIDEO RECORDING  

AARON COPLAND, SONATA FOR CLARINET AND PIANO  
 

Companies invest lots of resources to promote and sell their products, Duo Ebano is 
working on widen its international visibility  in nowadays musical market. 
Our product is the 'musical performance' and a rich portfolio of video recordings is the key 
to develop our project and show it to the business operators (artistic directors, festival 
curators and event planners). 
The quality is a vital element for us, not only the attention for the musical details but also 
the aesthetic aspect of the recording. This is why we choose very carefully the people we 
collaborate with, specialists that with their expertise guarantee the impeccable success of the 
final product. 
In addition we want to stand out with the choice of our repertoire. Masterpieces such as 
Johannes Brahms' Sonata op.120 for clarinet and piano have been recorded many times, we 
choose on the other hand less know but still beautiful compositions like Aaron Copland's 
Sonata for clarinet and piano. 
With this recording we would complete a cycle of three video recordings creating a thorough 
media portfolio. 

 
Video recording by ‘You’re Just Zealous’   (Website) 

Witold Lutoslawski - Dance Preludes: our first video realised in collaboration with ‘You’re 
Just Zealous’  

4 professionals cams + 

Editing Audio/Video
1565 €

Rent piano Steinway & Sons B 211 537 €

2102 €
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http://yourejustzealous.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bFZXH09Uqg


CD RELEASE   

DUO EBANO PORTRAIT 

Produced and released by TRPTK (website)  
Music by: Carl Maria von Weber, Robert Schumann, Paolo Gorini, Gerardo 
Gozzi and others. 

We will release our first CD in the fall 2019. A professional CD recording is a milestone and 
check-point in the creative path of every musician. 
This CD shows a complete portrait of our project featuring works with a traditional and 
more classical aesthetics as well as a particular focus on nowadays music. 

A CD gives a significant media exposure: while a video recording allows us to deliver our 
product to the professionals such as artistic directors, festival curators and event planners, a 
CD aims to a much wider public not only focusing the attention on the experts. 
In addition, presenting the CD during our performances gives us the opportunity to 
establish a deeper and more direct connection with our audience. 

The CD will be published and released by the TRPTK label in Utrecht. This record 
company is gaining lots of attention thanks to its fine work and the quality of its products:  

‣ High quality recordings thanks to top-notch equipment (https://trptk.com/studio/), they 
permit to relive the warmth and the feeling of the live experience.  

‣ TRPTK label aims to produce an elegant and fine product shaped in a 3 faces-CD box 
set (hence the name TRPTK) that includes a brochure with pictures and a detailed 
presentation of the album. 

‣ TRPTK strictly selects the musical contents for the recording and chooses very carefully 
its musicians, taking interest in them even after the CD release. For this reason TRPTK's 
catalog shows a multi-coloured and very original musical projects' collection. 

Recording/editing/production 1750 €

Rent Music studio - Amsterdam (3 days) 330 €

Fee BUMA/STERMA for contemporary music 95 €

Rent piano Steinway & Sons B 211 (3 days) 1610 €

Travels and other expenses 155 €

  3940 €
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https://trptk.com
https://trptk.com/studio/


DUO ESTESO 

Duo Ebano strives consistently to expand its artistic boundaries by exploring new music, 

blurring genre boundaries, going beyond the conventions of classical performance to 

connect with audiences and collaborating with living composers. 

We are consistently looking for new inputs and ideas to continuously challenge ourselves 

and be active in nowadays musical scene: this is how “Duo Esteso” was born. This project 

widens our traditional set up by introducing the bass clarinet and Seaboard ROLI (the most 

innovative electronic keyboard on the market), projecting our sound into a future where the 

electronic language is deeply interconnected with the acoustic world. Composers can 

broaden their creativity and our musical activities will be address to an audience that is more 

inclined towards experimentation and contemporary music.  

We already started a collaboration with the following composers: 

 
Gerardo Gozzi (web site) 
Prolific Italian composer living and working in London. The experimentation of the sound is 
the main feature of his music. The collaboration with musicians is vital and guarantees high 
quality results. Gerardo's music has been performed by the most important international 
chamber music ensemble such as Ensemble Intercontemporain and Talea Ensemble. 

Bec Plexus (web site) 
Young female Dutch composer, her music swings between contemporary music and sounds 
belonging to the experimental rock. Bec Plexus recently composed an opera for one of the 
most prestigious Dutch festival: Grachten Festival 

Boris Bezemer (web site) 
Dutch composer whose music stands out for its deep experimentation of the expressive 
possibilities in the electronic music world. With his compositions Boris brings the audience 
in a surreal world where the senses are awaken and curious to explore all the nuances of the 
sound. 

Commission fee 2500 €

Organising concerts (rent of the venues) 1500 €

PR activities 500 €

Teaser video 700 €

  5200 €
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http://gerardogozzi.com/about/
http://becplexus.com
http://becplexus.com/post/176120358646/niet-de-klucht-van-de-koe
http://www.borisbezemer.nl


CONTACTS AND FURTHER INFORMATION 

duoebano.nl@gmail.com Newsletters #1 Newsletter #2   Newsletter #3 

https://duoebano.com  Detailed bios  
 
Marco 
+31 649361374   

+39 333 4992968 

marco.danesi1990@gmail.com 

Paolo  
+31 682228735   

+39 338 6489868 
goriniklavier@hotmail.it  

 

DO YOU WANT TO HELP US REALISING OUR PROJECTS? 

  

WITH YOUR DONATION WE WILL BE A STEP CLOSER IN PUTTING OUR 
IDEAS INTO EFFECT, CONTINUING OUR MUSICAL ADVENTURE. 

DUO EBANO OFFERS A SMALL GIFT TO ITS SUPPORTERS.  
CONTACT US TO FIND OUT MORE! 

CLICK HERE TO SUPPORT DUO EBANO  
 

OR VIA WIRE TRANSFER:  
IBAN - NL40INGB0704306697  BIC - INGBNL2A  

ADDRESS TO -  MARCO DANESI 

 

YOUR HELP WILL BE MUCH 

APPRECIATED! 
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mailto:duoebano.nl@gmail.com
https://mailchi.mp/f72d861e37b3/newsletter-1
https://mailchi.mp/b44e7f0b38d8/duo-ebano-newsletter-2
https://mailchi.mp/79fe7c438f02/news-from-duo-ebano
https://duoebano.com
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lyO-o23msbK7qKYdRkW_PxnWGtcQaLOL
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=H7BYRUQD72RBA&source=url


RECENT CONCERTS 

• Muziek op de Dommel (Eindhoven - NL) 

• Wandelconcert/Storioni festival (’s Hertogenbosch - NL) 

• Lunch concert Muziekgebouw (Eindhoven - NL) 

• Kanjeconcert - Theater de Leest (Waalwijk - NL) 

• Theater De Ruchte – Someren (NL) 

• Singel Kerk Lunch concert (Amsterdam - NL) 

• Stroomhuis contemporary music (Neerijnen - NL) 

• Willem Twee Concertzaal (’s Hertogenbosch - NL) 

• Oosterpoort Lunch Concert (Groningen - NL) 

• Pianola Museum (Amsterdam - NL) 

• Concerten Vlissingen (Vlissingen - NL) 

• Huiz Gaudeamus (Bilthoven - NL) 

• Huis de Pinto (Amsterdam - NL) 

• Fabriano / Stagione di concerti GMI (Fabriano - IT) 

• New York Chamber music festival (New York - USA) 

• Podium Klassiek Eindhoven (Eindhoven - NL) 

• Stichting Mook en Middelaar concert season(Molenhoek - NL) 

• Teatro Grande concert season (Brescia - IT) 

UPCOMING CONCERTS 

• Villa d’ Engelenburgh (Fijnaart - NL) 

• Huis Kernhem Koffieconcert (Ede - NL) 

• Concert season “La grande musica nei luoghi d’arte” (Verona / Mantova - IT) 

• Emilia Romagna Festival - Estate 2019 (IT) 

• Stichting Concertcommissie Hoeksche Waard (Westmaas - NL) 

• Bolder Concertserie 2019 (Amstelveen - NL) 

• Theater De Lievekamp (Oss - NL) 

• Grachten Festival 2019 (Amsterdam - NL) 

• Lunch concert Tivoli Vredenburg (Utrecht - NL) 

• Stichting Cenakel (Tilburg - NL) 

• Culturele Kring Hoeksche Waard (Oud-Beijerland - NL) 

• Rivoli Musica (Rivoli - IT) 

• Dutch Classical Talent Tour (several location - NL)
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